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The inner necessity

On January 2, 1911, at a concert in Munich, Wassily Kandinsky heard the music of Arnold
Schoenberg. It was not just any concert, but the “Concert of Arnold Schoenberg Compositions”. Schoenberg‘s first and second string quartets, op. 11 for piano, and five songs that
completed his move from tonality to non-tonality, first undertaken in 1908. Kandinsky
was thrilled, electrified even, by this concert. He tried to translate Schoenberg‘s Theory
of Harmony into Russian and began to correspond with Schoenberg, who had been unknown to him until then.

Wassily Kandinsky
Impression III (Concert), 1911
Oiltempera on canvas, 77,5 x 100 cm,
Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus, Munich

As a direct response to Schoenberg‘s concert on January 2, 1911, Kandinsky painted his
great picture Impression III (Concert). According to Kandinsky‘s theory of his own creative
process, in which an impression is perceived directly from “external nature” and is then
“expressed in a graphic and painterly form,” Concert moves at the threshold of abstraction,
similar to the way in which the last two movements of Schoenberg‘s second quartet signal
the emancipation of dissonance, only to return at the end of the work to the tonal center,
F sharp.

On Kandinsky‘s initiative, a correspondence ensued that continued for about ten years.
“In your works you have realized what I had been so longing for in music, though in a
form I could not define.” Kandinsky wrote in the first of his letters to Schoenberg, on 18 January 1911:
“An independent progress through ones own destinies, the individual voices in your compositions
each having their own life, that is exactly what I too try to find in my paintings.” 1

Both Schoenberg and Kandinsky made messianic claims for the arts, considering mind and matter to be
different levels of the same existence and the work of art to be a medium of spiritual communication. 2

Oleksiy Koval
Birds on a wire, 2011
Acrylic on FPY,
70 x 60 cm

The work of art as a medium of spiritual communication also plays an important role for the artists
of the Rhythm Section group. Oleksiy Koval, Kuros Nekouian and Stefan Schessl founded the Munichbased group in 2010, to work together on artistic ideas and concepts. Rhythm Section has now organized numerous exhibitions at home and abroad. The Rhythm and Method exhibition in the Artists‘
Gallery in Munich is a return invitation to Chinese artists have 2013, who put on the first of a planned
series of future exhibitions at the Hubei Museum of Art in Wuhan. The exchange between these contemporary artists continues a cultural dialogue in both countries, which the exhibition in Munich is
intended to strengthen and intensify.
The basis for this alliance between the Chinese artists and Rhythm Section, which has meanwhile
become an international group whose members, alongside the founders, include Michael Hofstetter,
Veronika Wenger and Henriëtte van ’t Hoog, is the common idea of the rhythm of a work of art.
An important criterion for the success of working together is artistic understanding on a spiritual
level. Kandinsky called it inner necessity. “First comes the spirit that is called necessity. Once this has
matured, it materializes. The other side of the coin is matter - the store cupboard; the spirit chooses
what it needs (...)” 3

Oleksiy Koval
Sublunary World, 2012
Marker on cotton,
67 x 60 cm
Private collection, Starnberg
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This inner necessity must have been present, even if it was not absolutely crucial, for the artists mentioned above to have formed a group in order to develop new concepts together.
Returning to the issue of rhythm in painting, I would like to introduce some thoughts of the artist Oleksiy Koval at this point. For Koval, rhythm is only one of a number of characteristics of painting for him
to get to grips with when applying paint to his surface medium. A successful piece of work includes
other components besides the rhythm. However, the question of what exactly rhythm in painting is has
never quite lost its hold on him. During his studies at the Academy of Fine Arts in Munich, Koval was

looking for a polarity in painting: “I wanted to avoid spatial representations and instead reflect a discrepancy, in that the color remains on
the surface while still achieving a visual sweep. In order not to lose
myself when experimenting with the properties of colors, I was looking to organize the space to give myself a clear starting point and a
recognizable conclusion while painting.” 4
Two of Koval‘s works will demonstrate his considerations on the subject of rhythm; Birds on a wire, a work that was created back in 2011, or
Sublunary World from 2012. Koval developed a basic working pattern
of dividing the surface into equal spaces while counting to himself.
Such a meter not only strengthens concentration when making spontaneous decisions between creative events, but also brings about a conscious approach to the pace at which paints can be applied to
surfaces. Parallel to the arrangement of the surface itself, Koval concentrated on the processes of his
movement while painting. He conceived the point in time at which the paint touched the surface as a
unit, which, taken in series, fused into rhythmic accents and so gave form to the application of paint. 5

Gang Li
NO.20120703, 2012
ink on paper, 365 x 146 cm

Kandinsky‘s views on the topic of rhythm in painting are also not far removed from the reflections of
the contemporary artists featured here, although of course Kandinsky‘s abandonment of the imitation
of nature was at the forefront of his painting. Kandinsky commented: “An artist who does not view
the imitation of natural phenomena, even if in an artistic way, as an end in itself, but sees himself as
a creator who wants and needs to express his inner world, looks with envy at how naturally and easily
such goals as his are achieved by that least tangible art form of today - music. It is understandable that
he should turn to music and try to find the same devices in his art. This explains painters‘ current
search for rhythm, for mathematical, abstract structure, today‘s appreciation of color tone, the manner
in which the paint is set in motion, etc.” 6
Alongside the works of Koval, the works of Gang Li, Dali Sun and Xiaozhen Yu also show an engagement with rhythm in painting. The canvas is structured using a rhythmic sequence. Space and time
merge into one whole, even though time is somewhat subordinate. Xiaozhen Yu tries to solve contemporary abstract problems with the movements and materials of embroidery, which incidentally brings
a part of the conventional everyday life of a woman into a conceptual category.

Dali Sun
Nummer 1, 2012
70 x 90 cm, oil on canvas

Alongside rhythm, Amsterdam-born artist Henriëtte van ’t Hoog and Xiao Tang, a native of Wuhan,
engage intensively in their works with questions of perspective. Both artists work with
objects in varied geometric shapes. Van‘t Hoog plays with distorted perspectives, brought
about through the use of color and form. “My work - geometric, abstract - often makes
you lose your balance. I play with the perspective of cube-like forms, with their threedimensionality, their color and light.
As you walk past these objects, their forms change, their perspective collapses. The reflecting paint on the back of the object radiates color its onto the wall. The reflection emphasizes its spatiality and gives the thing a poetic annotation.” 7
In Xiao Tang‘s work, the artist attempts to detach the color from the frame and relocate it
on some plane inside a space and, while applying a manner of representation that appears
like a sort of non-painting form, to maintain its painterliness. Viewed from the perspective of the basic operation and in regard to the physical property of bearing pigments,
the two-dimensional frame and the three-dimensional geometric structure are the same. However the
sizes of its shape may change, it exists essentially as a composition Essentially, no matter whether it is
large or small, cursive or flattened, single- or multiple-plane. 8

Henriëtte van ’t Hoog,
Carat I, 2012
acrylic paint on zinc
32 x 34 x 12 cm
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Stefan Schessl, one of the founding artist members of the Rhythm Section group, addresses in his
painting fundamental questions of visibility in the image and of perception. In his works, traces and
streaks of color suggest a story or a source, which can be derived from graphical and symbolic contexts.
But in reality, he thinks, they are the consequence of a concept of painting, in which what is visible is
the remains of what has developed through an elaborate creative process that involves applying and
subsequently removing layers. 9

Tang Xiao
Untitled 4, 2013
wood fibreboard, acrylic
100 x 120 x 40 cm

“We cannot avoid the realization that, in paintings, it is precisely those characteristics which allow us
even to perceive them as such that remain undetectable. We remain blind to the pictures. My increasingly complex series of processes keep the painting in a limbo of undecidability and ambiguity, in
which different possible perceptions and interpretations exist simultaneously and beyond judgment.
The essence of the (artist‘s) hand as servant, its instrumentality, is thus increasingly sabotaged.” 10
Different patterns of perception and interpretation are also being explored by artists Kuros Nekouian
and Xiaozhen Yu. In both cases, it is the perception of surface texture that comes to the fore. Nekouian‘s
tapestries D_39 and D_45 are created on an iPad using a standard drawing program. The digital files are
then converted into weaveable files for the computer and woven on a Jacquard loom. The final results
are an edition of traditional manufactured tapestries from contemporary digital paintings. Xiaozhen
Yu`s works, on the other, are not originated at the computer, but with precise craftsmanship. In the
2012 work, Text20121212, perception by touch plays an important role. The image gains its object-like
character thanks to the convexity of the emerging circles, which follow a rhythmic sequence. The artist
has replaced the paint brush with needle and thread. She places the different colored threads at varying
distances on a fabric as if they were brushstrokes, thus creating a multiplicity of color combinations,
patterns and shapes. In Chinese contemporary art, artists are known for working with a variety of media, but needle and thread are nevertheless very unusual painting tools.
An artist who works quite differently from Nekouian or Xiaozhen Yu is Michael Hofstetter. He focuses first and foremost on the concept and idea, as well as on dematerializing the work of art and
involving the viewer. Familiar perspectives, concepts and relationships are questioned and new rules invented. Hofstetter works with contexts, meanings and associations, such as in his 2012 work,
Revers. In this work Hofstetter integrates literature into his artistic intervention. The starting point
for Revers is the inside cover text for a book by Cyrille Comnène. The idea of the ‚blurb‘ as a mere
promotional tool is reduced ad absurdum by Hofstetter, who translates the text into Braille and thus
radicalizes it down to its basic elements by abstracting the font to the limit. By also splashing colored

Stefan Schessl
Mulitple X, 2011
acrylic and ink on canvas
200 x 160 cm
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Kuros Nekouian
D_39 2014
the original digital file
tapestry, 230 x 197 cm

Kuros Nekouian
D_45, 2014-15
tapestry, 230 x 197 cm

Xiaozhen Yu
Text20121212, 2012
mixed media,
50 x 40 cm

Michael Hofstetter
Revers, 2014
7 sheets
Offsetprint, silkscreen, ink
3 x 22 x 31 cm

ink onto the paper of folded print sheets, Hofstetter partially obscures the main text as well, which
thus loses its significance.
Returning to Kandinsky, the man who took painting to abstraction, and put content firmly ahead
of form. Despite his discovering the possibilities of form, it was color that continued to dominate
Kandinsky‘s thoughts. Color and form may complement or counteract each other, but the harmony of
form, just like the harmony of color, must always obey the principle of inner necessity. 11 Moreover, the
form, analogous to the color, is full of sound. If it tends towards the abstract, its sound may match - or
not - with the remaining organic form, the remainder of the object that itself had sound. The choice of
this object in turn obeys the principle of inner necessity. 12 The legitimacy of abstraction, i.e. the composition of an entire image consisting of abstract forms as a new way of expression, was not uppermost
in his mind. Instead he was concerned with the question of why tradition was no longer sufficient and
how abstract art related to it. Only composition, which is based on inner necessity, seemed to be able
to put painting in a position to rule over the power and beauty of its creative artistic resources.
Of course, it can be assumed that overcoming tradition is no longer of any concern to contemporary
artists and had long been consigned to history, but it is obvious that in Veronika Wenger‘s work, drawing 02, as well as Gonghong Huang‘s Untitled 153 and Untitled 154 or indeed in the works of Huangsheng Wang, composition appears to play an important role. Wenger‘s drawing 02 is based on work
with Hedda Gabler, a planned film project from 2012. Wenger made some drawings for this project.
A statement by Hedda Gabler “I ... danced myself tired,” inspired Wenger to explore the dance and
ballet of William Forsythe, who has worked intensively with grammar, language and dance. In drawing
02, Wenger uses writing, shapes and lines to convey a compositional statement about the image. She
believes that these three components strike a balance between disorganization and form. In Huang‘s
works, the structure of an image is significant. For him, painting means first space, then materials.
Space is the appearance of the materials. They are a unity of opposites. The surface is real existence
while the depth is illusionary. Gonghong Huang also tries in his paintings to achieve a good balance
between them, to make the painting Itself visually interesting, and thus let painting follow its own
language and become a real two-dimensional art. 13 Huangsheng Wang works across a variety of media,
but primarily uses the traditional medium of Chinese ink on paper. At a time when ink painting is enjoying renewed global attention, the distinctive character of Huangsheng Wang‘s works cuts a unique
and resolutely individual path. 14
By exploring the most diverse of disciplines, as just discussed in the cases of Wenger, who dealt with
the dance of William Forsythe in her drawing, or of Hofstetter, who was inspired by the text of Cyrille

Veronika Wenger
Drawing02, 2015
pencil, marker on paper
160cm x 150 cm
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Comnène to his artistic interventions, artists can stimulate spiritual and emotional areas
which may expand experience, and connect to all fields of activity to which rhythm is
innate.

Gonghong Huang
Untitled 154, 2012
oil on canvas, 215 x 380 cm

In 2011, the Munich-based artist Koval invited musician Steve Coleman to take part in
an exhibition entitled Music and Painting, which also addressed the theme of rhythm.
In both oral and written exchanges the two of them discussed the two notions and discovered that they shared many ideas. Coleman was concerned with making music that
sprang from equivalences to the natural world, and even if Koval`s ideas on that were not
always in line with Coleman‘s, there were nevertheless many similarities in their works,
which have stimulated both of them to create individually different visual fantasies on the theme of
rhythm. 15
Kandinsky‘s exchange of ideas with Schoenberg also served to affirm his own beliefs, perhaps even
to create a keener and more precise awareness of them, but not to help him adopt an existing model,
which he would first need in order to develop a theory of non-representational painting.
Equally, the artists presented in this exhibition are in no way concerned with adapting existing compositions, concepts or ideas, but rather with the in-depth exploration of a wide variety of themes and
disciplines. Along with other aspects yet to be examined, the issue of rhythm forms the focus of this
exhibition, which every artist then tries to resolve with his or her own unique language.
To paint music, or to make his paintings have an effect like music, was not Kandinsky‘s goal. Rather he
sought, through the power and the instruments of painting, to attain the same level of freedom to draw
from the spirit of art that music had long ago made its own, while maintaining painting‘s self-reliance.
To express this need for an inner necessity in art, especially on a spiritual level, is also a key point of
contact between the artists represented here.

Huangsheng Wang
Moving Visions Series, 2012
ink on paper
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